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COMMITMENT LIST

The following list identifies those actions committed to by the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station
(DBNPS) in this document. Any other actions discussed in the submittal represent intended or planned
actions by the DBNPS. They are described only as information and are not regulatory commitments.
Please notify the Manager - Regulatory Affairs (419-321-8450) at the DBNPS of any questions regarding
this document or associated regulatory commitments.

COMMITMENTS DUE DATE

None N/A
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Summary

This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 (d) (2), and provides a brief
description of the changes, tests, and experiments performed at the DBNPS and evaluated
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. This report covers the period of May 18,2002 through March
27, 2004. When practical, summaries from more recent 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations have
also been included in this report.

This report includes summaries of evaluations performed under both the old and revised
10 CFR 50.59 regulation.

This report provides a listing of abbreviations used in the evaluation summaries, a
summary listing of the evaluations contained in the report, and summaries of the
evaluations performed pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59. Each of these evaluations concluded
that the change did not require a license amendment or involve an unreviewed safety
question.
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Abbreviations Used:

CR = Condition Report
ECR = Engineering Change Request
EWR = Engineering Work Request
FHAR = Fire Hazard Analysis Report
MOD = Modification
SSC = Structures, Systems and Components
TRM = Technical Requirements Manual
UCN = USAR Change Notice
USAR = Updated Safety Analysis Report
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10 CFR 50.59 Summary Listing

I
Safety Evaluation

96-0003, Rev. 3

99-0027

02-01398

02-01479

02-01740, Rev. 1

02-02112

02-02231

03-00050

03-00483

03-00586

03-01086

03-01367

03-01375, Rev. 2

03-01398

03-01408

03-02048

03-02110

Initiating Document

MOD 95-0050-00

MOD 96-0024-00

MOD 00-0061-00

Calc. C-NSA-060.05-010

UCN 02-063

ECR 02-0512-00

UCN 02-082

ECR 02-0864-00

CR 02-07609

EWR 02-0343-00

ECR 03-0282-00

ECR 03-0331-00

ECR 03-0287-00

ECR 03-0250-00

ECR 02-0809-00/01

ECR 03-0216-01

ECR 03-0507-00

Title

Abandoning the Primary Water Storage Tank

Plant Process Computer Replacement

Permanent Canal Seal Plate

Containment Vessel Peak Pressure and
Temperature Reanalysis

TORMIS Approach For Tornado Missile
Risk Evaluation

Emergency Sump Strainer Modification

Criteria for Establishing Closure Times for
Containment Isolation Valves

Replacement of High-Speed Cables In
Containment For CAC Fan Motors 2 and 3

Reactor Coolant System High Point Vent
Valves

Containment Air Cooler Upgrades as a
Result of Boric Acid Corrosion

Containment Air Cooler Slow Speed Fan
Flow Design Basis Change

Revise 4160V Degraded Voltage Relay
Setpoint

Replace Obsolete Motor Operated
Potentiometer on the EDG with an
Equivalent Unit

Re-Power MCC "F13" from Bus "F7"

Installation of New Minimum Flow
Recirculation Lines for the HPI Pumps

HPI Pump Upgrade to Minimize Debris
Damage during Suction from the
Containment Sump

Safety Related 480V Breaker Coordination
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Safety Evaluation Initiating Document Title
Sarety Evaluation Initiating Document Title
03-02234 ECR 03-0533-00/01 Service Water System, Water Hammer

Reduction Modification

03-02591, Rev. I ECR 03-0644-00

03-02673 Caic. C-NSA-052.01-003

Emergency Diesel Generator Room
Temperature

Change to High Pressure Injection Pump
Curve Acceptance Criteria

Unit Backfeed via Generator Main Power
Transformer and Unit Auxiliary Transformer

04-00206, Rev. I LAR 04-0002

04-00616

04-00889

DB-OP-06225

UCN 04-034

New Alignment of the Motor Driven
Feedwater Pump in Mode 4

Increase of the Maximum Containment
Temperature and Pressure
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Abandoning the Primary Water Storage Tank
Number 96-0003, Rev. 3

MOD 95-0050-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The Primary Water Storage Tank (PWST) was originally designed to provide water to various primary
components in the plant. Water from the tank has not been used for many years because of poor water
quality. This evaluation justifies abandoning the PWST and its related equipment in place and placing
the system in dry lay-up. This evaluation will also evaluate supplying demineralized water to a portion
of the primary water piping to allow filling and flushing of various components that presently only have
primary water connections. The demineralized water system provides a source of water that meets or
exceeds the requirements of all components that currently have only a primary water source.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The abandonment of the PWST will result in a loss of redundancy for makeup water to various
components. Currently all components except the concentrates filter, pressurizer quench tank, radwaste
drumming station, and concentrates transfer pump are supplied with both primary water and
demineralized water. None of the components that use only primary water are frequently used nor are
any of them safety-related. The Demineralized Water Storage System will now be available for use with
the components that once received only primary water as a makeup water source. The additional water
usage will have an insignificant impact on the Demineralized Water Storage System (DWSS). The
PWSS piping and valves are designed in accordance with ASME Section III, Class 3 with a 150# at a
500'F rating. The DWSS piping and valves are designed in accordance with ANSI B31.1 with 150# at a
500F rating. Both the PWSS and DWSS are stainless steel therefore, the PWSS system that is being
supplied with demineralized water meets or exceeds the requirements of the DWSS.

USAR section 15.2.4.1 discusses the PWST as the source of demineralized water for a boron dilution
accident. The maximum primary water flow rate used was 500 gpm which is based on two primary water
pumps at a capacity of 250 gpm each and the maximum flow through a single MU injection line via
MU32. The 500 gpm flow rate assumed in the analysis is not increased by this change because the 500
gpm flow rate from the primary water transfer pumps is at pump head which is greater than the maximum
possible head of the demineralized water transfer pumps. Therefore, in the event the interlock failed and
all three demineralized water transfer pumps were in operation sufficient head could not be developed to
deliver 500 gpm flow through the MU injection line via MU32.

USAR Section 3.6.2.7 discussed flooding due to a break in the Primary Water System. Flooding from
the PWST in no longer possible and the non seismic line rupture is no longer credible. The non-seismic
portions of the PWSS lines that remain in service will be supplied from a 1 inch connection and are
therefore bounded by the existing configuration.

Based on the evaluation, it is concluded the proposed action is safe and does not involve an unreviewed
safety question.
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Plant Process Computer Replacement
Number 99-0027
MOD 96-0024-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The Plant Computer System consisted of redundant mainframe computers. User displays were provided
by color display controllers via dedicated keyboards. This older equipment was becoming increasingly
difficult to maintain and modify. Modification 96-0024 replaced this older equipment with a new system
consisting of multiple workstations connected through a communications network. This modification
installed 17 personal computer workstations in the station to provide the functions provided by the
mainframe computers and its peripherals. Monitors, keyboards, mice, and interconnecting devices are
used to configure the system to meet user interface requirements. There is no functional change to any of
the input or output points of the computer. New software was developed to provide the information
which was provided by the mainframe computers.

Additional enhancements and reliability are provided by this MOD. Interface to business services
information is provided through this equipment. The power supply to the computer continues to be fed
from YAU and YBU. An enhancement will be implemented to provide the ability to obtain Plant Process
Computer (PPC) information with the loss of either power source.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The functions of the Plant Process Computer remain the same after implementation of Modification 96-
0024. There is no effect on the safety of the plant by loss of the functions of the PPC. No direct or
indirect reactor protection or process control action is taken by the PPC. Should the computer be out of
service for any reason, the ability of the plant to operate safely under manual or automatic control is not
impaired. Plant operator training is conducted to verify correct operation in all conditions without the
information provided by the PPC.

This new Process Computer System does not support any plant functions required for safe plant
operations, plant shutdown or accident response. All safety related plant functions can be conducted
without the use of the PPC, including Nuclear Steam Supply System functions. Plant status and alarms
provided by the PPC are not critical to continued plant operations. The PPC does, however, provide
information to the Core Monitoring Software which is designed to perform numerous on-line processing
operations that support plant operations, performance monitoring and fuel management. Therefore, the
plant can only operate for a maximum of 30 days after the loss of the PPC core monitoring functions.
The PPC is needed to support power escalation above 15 percent full power, NI calibration, and data
trending for surveillance testing. These functions are not affected by the proposed modification.

Verification and validation that the PPC software provides the required functions will be done during the
testing of the installed PPC. This is required as a part of the controlled software development as
described in plant procedures.

The effects on seismic, electrical and heat loads are evaluated as a part of the MOD and found to be
acceptable and meet all existing design criteria. Installation of conduits and circuits is in accordance
with required design criteria for separation and routing.

Based on the evaluation, it is concluded the proposed action is safe and does not involve an unreviewed
safety question.
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Permanent Canal Seal Plate
Number 02-01398
MOD 00-0061-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this activity is to replace the existing Non-Q removable refueling canal seal plate with a
Q -Safety Related, welded in place Permanent Canal Seal Plate (PCSP) assembly. This will result in
reduced radiation dose to workers preparing the seal for filling the refueling canal and save outage time.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The 10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation concluded that no License Amendment is required. The replacement
PCSP will consist of three sub-assemblies, the seal plate membrane assembly, the support plate assembly
and the access/airflow ports. Eight access/airflow ports(access ports), are equally spaced
circumferentially around the seal plate. These access ports consist of a bolted flange arrangement with
ethylene propylene o-ring seals on the cover plates. The cover plates are in place when the canal is
flooded, and removed during Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4.

The seal plate modification does not increase the frequency of any accident or malfunction previously
analyzed nor does it increase the consequences of any accident or malfunction. The seal plate
modification ensures that there is no impact on any Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs) that
could be related to the initiation of an accident or any equipment credited for the mitigation of an
accident including radiological boundaries. The modification does not create any new failure
mechanisms that could result in a new type of accident or a new malfunction.

The accident analysis of interest is the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). A LOCA in the vicinity of the
permanent seal plate had the potential to dislodge the seal plate structure and result in the generation of a
potential missile not previously analyzed. A modification to the shield plate ring on the refueling canal
floor was done as part of this modification to ensure no missile could be generated should a core flood
line break occur. Ventilation and cooling effects for the reactor cavity area were also evaluated because
the permanent seal plate will reduce the cooling flow area around the reactor vessel. The analysis
showed the temperature will remain below the normal operational temperatures for the nuclear
instrumentation and the temperatures will remain below the acceptable temperatures for the concrete and
related structures.

Leak-before-break criteria was used to establish the break of concern for this modification. The
computer code CRAFT2 was used to analyze the seal plate impact on the reactor cavity pressure
response. These methodologies have been previously approved by the NRC and are appropriate for the
analysis. Therefore, there is no departure from methodologies involved with the analysis.
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Containment Vessel Peak Pressure and Temperature Reanalysis
Number 02-01479

Calc. C-NSA-060.05-010

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

A reanalysis of the containment vessel's peak temperature and pressure during a large-break LOCA and
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) accident was performed (C-NSA-060.05-010, Rev. 3). The mass and
energy (M&E) release data that were input to the COPATTA containment analysis code, were computed
with the RELAP5JMOD2-B&W (RELAP5) evaluation model. Previous containment analyses utilized
M&E release data that were determined by methods based on the CRAFT (LOCA) and TRAP2 (MSLB)
codes.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The RELAP5 code has been previously approved by the NRC for 1OCFR50 Appendix K analyses. In
order to compute mass and energy for the containment analysis, conservative assumptions were utilized
that maximized the M&Es. This results in the most conservative (highest) containment vessel peak
pressure.

A full spectrum of break sizes and locations was analyzed. In doing so, the most limiting design
variables were determined for verification of design requirements.

Analyses showed that the 14.14 sq. ft. guillotine hot leg break at steam generator inlet produced the most
limiting conditions for all parameters that were subject to design requirement evaluations. The revised
containment analysis evaluated 18 different Design Requirements related to the containment vessel and
associated systems. Analyses show that all Design Requirements are satisfied which ensures the
containment vessel and associated systems will continue to perform their design functions.

The M&E release rates for the Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) analysis were recalculated using
RELAP5. The system responses for the MSLB accident have historically been generated using the
TRAP2 computer code. The NRC has reviewed and approved RELAP5 for MSLB applications.

The analyzed break was a double-ended guillotine break located upstream of the Main Steam Isolation
Valve. Results show that the containment vessel's peak pressure is within 0.2 psi of the previous analysis
and the peak containment vessel vapor temperature is about 22 'F lower. Results indicate that all design
requirements associated with the MSLB are satisfied when using the RELAP5 M&E data.

Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded that the changes associated with the reanalysis of the
LOCA and MSLB do not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of 10 CFR 50.59.
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TORMIS Approach For Tornado Missile Risk Evaluation
Number 02-01740, Rev. 1

UCN 02-063

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The proposed activity will change the protection scheme of some Systems, Structures and Components
(SSCs) from tornado-induced missile effects. The change will still be in conformance with General
Design Criterion (GDC) 2 and 4 as applied to tornado missile protection. USAR Sections 3.3 and 3.5
describe the DBNPS commitment to these GDCs. USAR Section 3.5 states that the current DBNPS
approach is to provide positive physical tornado missile protection for all important to safety SSCs. The
change will be to accept the lack of physical protection for some SSCs from the effects of tornado
induced missiles, when they can be shown to be non-credible.

GDC 2 and 4 requires SSCs important to safety be protected against the adverse impact of tornado
missiles. Further regulatory guidance relative to conformance to these GDCs is provided in Regulatory
Guide 1.76, April 1974, "Design Basis Tornado For Nuclear Power Plants", Regulatory Guide 1.117,
Rev. 1 April 1978, "Tornado Design Classification" and Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sections 2.2.3 and
3.5.1.4. The SRP sections outline the use of a probabilistic approach to determine if limited portions of
"important systems and components that are currently unprotected require unique tornado missile
barriers."

The proposed activity will evaluate the unprotected portions of important SSC's using a probabilistic
approach to verify conformance with the GDC requirements. The proposed probabilistic approach will
use Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Topical Report "Tomado Missile Risk Evaluation
Methodology" (i.e. TORMIS) for evaluation of the existing plant tornado missile protection. This is an
industry and NRC accepted analytical approach for demonstrating compliance with the requirements of
GDC 2 and 4 regarding protection of safety-related plant features from the effects of tornado and high
wind generated missiles. The application of this analytical approach has been performed in accordance
with industry practice and the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for TORMIS as described below.

The use of TORMIS in this licensing basis application is restricted to evaluations of previously
unprotected SSCs to determine if additional physical protection is required.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The DBNPS conformance with GDC 2 and 4 will be demonstrated through the additional evaluation of
the plant tornado missile protection. This 10CFR 50.59 evaluation will use TORMIS to evaluate the
acceptability of current tornado missile protection.

The TORMIS program has been used to evaluate the probability of a tornado missile strike for physically
unprotected SSCs required in the event of a tornado (Reference USAR Table 3.3-1). Under the current
deterministic approach, these areas would require additional positive (physical) tornado missile
protection. The TORMIS program has previously been NRC reviewed and approved for use in the
determination of the adequacy of other nuclear plant tornado missile protection features. The five plant
specific points identified in the NRC's SER have been addressed in the DBNPS analysis in the same
manner as considered in the Perry TORMIS analysis.

The acceptance criteria, which is the criteria for determining credibility, is defined as 104 per year for the
cumulative probability of tornado missile striking the physically unprotected targets, in accordance with
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the regulatory guidance described above. The cumulative probability must be maintained below 10,6 per
year, or additional positive tornado missile protection will be required.

The evaluation concluded that the unprotected SSCs have no effect on the frequency of an accident.

The evaluation discusses and evaluates the acceptability of not protecting equipment previously thought
to be protected. The results of this 50.59 evaluation show not more than a minimal increase in the
probability of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety because additional'tornado-induced
malfunctions are determined to be not credible.

The effect of this change on the consequences of an accident and malfunction was evaluated. The 50.59
evaluation concludes that not protecting the evaluated SSCs does not result in increasing a radiological
release, changing a release rate or duration, nor does it establish a new release mechanism or path, or
change mitigation effectiveness for any SSC.

The 50.59 evaluation shows that there is no accident of a different type created with this change, and no
fission barrier limits are changed.

There is no departure from a method of evaluation specified in the USAR because the change does not
replace or alter an existing methodology.

The 50.59 evaluation concludes that a license amendment is not required for this change.
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Emergency Sump Strainer Modification
Number 02-02112
ECR 02-0512-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The proposed activity involves the installation of a replacement strainer for a modified Emergency Sump
which is located in Containment on elevation 565 ft. Multiple Condition Reports (CRs) identifying the
potential effects of unqualified coatings inside Containment are captured in CR 02-07855 to provide a
programmatic resolution in response to NRC Generic Safety Issue 191, "Assessment of Debris
Accumulation on PWR Sumps Performance". Detailed calculations have concluded that excessive sump
blockage would result from dislodged materials inside containment under LOCA conditions, thus
impacting ECCS pump operability. A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CED) analysis was used to model
all sources and pathways for debris to be transported to the sump and evaluate the effects on pump
submergence or Available Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH). The extent of condition inspections
performed under CR 02-02582 identified estimates of debris loads which could adversely impact the
performance of the existing sump and degrade the safety function of the ECCS pumps. The proposed
modification is designed to assure NPSH margin by providing a new strainer capable of handling the
identified debris load generated under postulated accident conditions. The design function and method
of operation for the Emergency Sump and ECCS Pumps is unchanged.

The modification replaces the existing strainer in the Emergency Sump and provides additional strainers
located in the In-core Instrumentation Tunnel adjacent to the sump. A new core bore opening provides
an interconnecting flow path between the tunnel and the sump. The new strainer elements consist of
perforated stainless steel tubular sections to provide maximum filtering area effectiveness. Trash racks
are strategically positioned in the Containment to intercept large material and minimize the net debris
load on the sump. Existing maintenance features and level instrumentation in the sump are incorporated
into the new sump strainer design.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The results of the evaluation concluded that the proposed modification to the Containment Emergency
Sump would not impact the design basis of the ECCS System or adversely affect the performance
capability of the DH/LPI or CS System pumps. The modification is classified as Safety-Related and
Seismic I and designed in accordance with existing ECCS design basis criteria. It does not involve any
non-conservative changes which would degrade or prevent the safety function of the ECCS System. The
design function and method of operation for the Emergency Sump and ECCS Pumps are unchanged. The
proposed modification will support the existing ECCS sump design basis function and restores sump
strainer performance by ensuring adequate NPSH margin will exist during post-LOCA recirculation
operation. The basis for the modification is enhancement of an existing design qualified in accordance
with existing criteria. The replacement of the emergency sump strainer involves a passive structure
which will not adversely affect any design basis or safety analysis used in the USAR, nor involve any test
or experiment involving the ECCS sump strainer not described in the USAR. During normal plant
operation, the ECCS sump performs no function. The proposed activity involves an upgraded capacity
strainer design, qualified to existing sump seismic and safety-related criteria, and will not affect any
accident analysis, conclusions or consequences of an accident described in the USAR, or introduce the
possibility of an accident of a different type. The modification will not affect any fission product barrier
design or involve any change to evaluation methods or elements of methodology described in the USAR
for the ECCS design basis or safety analysis. Using the BWR strainer design guidance requires the use
of methodologies not previously adopted at Davis-Besse. These methodologies do not require any
exceptions from regulations, plant specific commitments, relevant industry standards and guidelines, and
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is not inconsistent with the Davis-Besse licensing basis. These methodologies have been used at other
PWVR nuclear utilities and are encompassed in general by the guidance of RG 1.82 R2. As a result, no
prior NRC review and approval is required for this proposed modification, and no License Amendment is
required prior to its implementation.

In conclusion, the proposed activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c) (2) of 1OCFR50.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Criteria for Establishing Closure Times for Containment Isolation Valves
Number 02-02231

UCN 02-082

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The USAR currently states in paragraph 6.2.4.2.1 that "Criteria for establishing closure times for
normally open isolation valves are such that the requirements of containment integrity are met prior to
peak containment pressure and temperature for the largest credible pipe rupture". This statement will be
deleted and replaced with "Containment isolation valves that are normally open and are required to be
closed following an accident are designed with closure times of 60 seconds or less as shown in Table 6.2-
23".

TRM Table 3.3-5 lists the response times for valves CC141 A/B, CC1407A/B, and DR2012A/B as • 25
seconds. This is inconsistent with USAR Table 6.2-23 which states that the closure times for these
valves is • 15 seconds. When an additional 15 seconds is added for emergency diesel generator loading,
the total response times for these valves should be • 30 seconds. Therefore, response times for these
valves will be changed to • 30 seconds in TRM Table 3.3-5.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

Originally the USAR statement discussed above resulted in a requirement to close containment isolation
valves within 60 seconds after an accident since peak temperature and pressure occurred at that time.
Although all containment isolation valves have stroke times of 60 seconds or less, total response time
includes an additional 15 seconds for emergency diesel generator loading. Therefore, containment
isolation valves with stroke times listed in Table 6.2-23 of greater than 45 seconds cannot be relied upon
to be closed within 60 seconds after an accident. USAR Figure 6.2-1 lA shows the peak temperature for
a hot leg break with no ECCS quenching to occur within about 14 seconds, and most containment
isolation valves are not able to close within this time. This change to the USAR will result in changing
the valve closure time criterion from "prior to peak containment pressure and temperature" to "60
seconds or less".

The statement contained in USAR paragraph 6.2.4.2.1 was evaluated against other Davis-Besse licensing
documentation and guidance provided through Standard Review Plan (SRP) 6.2.4, and Regulatory
Guides 1.4, and 1.141. The proposed new paragraph 6.2.4.2.1 will not result in any changes to
containment isolation valve closure times listed in USAR Table 6.2-23. The closure times listed in that
table have previously been found acceptable by the NRC and meet the guidance of SRP 6.2.4. Therefore,
this change serves to bring paragraph 6.2.4.2.1 into agreement with the plant's licensing basis.

The six valves from TRM Table 3.3-5 serve the following functions:
CC141 LA/B-Component Cooling Water Inlet to Containment
CC1407A/B-Component Cooling Water Outlet from Containment
DR2012AIB-Containment Vessel Normal Sump Drain Outlets from Containment

These valves meet the criteria established by this evaluation for valves that should have closure times of
60 seconds or less. The total response times for these valves will be changed from • 25 seconds to • 30
seconds. USAR Table 6.2-23 establishes closure times for these valves at • 15 seconds. When an
additional 15 seconds is added as allowed by TRM Table 3.3-5, the total response time becomes • 30
seconds. As stated above, the closure times for these valves were originally reviewed by the NRC and
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found acceptable. Changing the total response times to agree with other containment isolation valves
eliminates an inconsistency in TRM Table 3.3-5.

The evaluation concludes that because there are no USAR described accidents initiated as a result of
containment isolation valve closure irregularities, this change does not result in an increase in the
frequency of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR. No containment isolation
valve malfunctions will be introduced by this change since the change only involves closure time criteria
and there will be no resultant physical changes made to the containment isolation valves. Therefore,
there is no increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR. The offsite dose consequences of accidents were evaluated to
determine if any increased accident consequences would result. It was determined that the Regulatory
Guide 1.4 methodology for calculating dose consequences does not consider leakage during the
containment isolation valve closure time. The inherent assumption is that the valve closure times will
meet the plant's licensing basis and are not related to the 1OCFR100 type analysis. Since the licensing
basis closure times as described in USAR Table 6.2-23, are not being changed by this USAR change, and
since they are not considered in the dose analysis, there is no increase in the consequences of a
previously evaluated accident. The total response times for the six valves will be changed in TRM Table
3.3-5 to account for 15 seconds of diesel generator starting and loading in agreement with other valve
response times shown in that table.

The consequences of failure of containment isolation valves will not be affected by this change,
therefore, there is no increase in the consequences of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR. Since no changes are being made to the containment isolation valves
themselves, there is no possibility for an accident of a different type than any previously analyzed in the
USAR, nor can an accident occur with a different result.

The containment isolation valves function as part of containment, thereby providing fission product
barriers. However, no changes are being made to the containment isolation valves or their closure times.
The five seconds additional response time for six valves still ensures those valves are closed with a
response time of < 30 seconds. This is well before the maximum 60 seconds closure time plus 15
seconds diesel generator starting and loading time as allowed for these valves. Therefore, the change
will not result in exceeding or altering a design basis limit for a fission product barrier. The method of
evaluation of containment isolation valves is not described in the USAR, so there is no departure from an
evaluation method used in establishing the design basis. As stated above, the method of evaluating dose
consequences is described in the USAR, but that methodology is not impacted by this USAR change.
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Replacement of High-Speed Cables In Containment For CAC Fan Motors 2 and 3
Number 03-00050
ECR 02-0864-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

Cables 2PBF1401D and 3PBEF15D are feeder cables for the high-speed operation of the Containment
Air Cooling (CAC) fan motors MC1-2 and MCI-3. Based on Condition Report 02-05459, these cables
required replacement due to insulation damage. The existing damaged cables were removed from their
conduits/raceways and new replacement cables used the existing cable route.

The original cables which were replaced were environmentally qualified (EQ) to Davis-Besse
specifications. Sufficient lengths of appropriately sized qualified cable were not available on site.
Sufficient lengths of appropriately size cable were available from the Perry Nuclear Power Plant (PNPP),
however, although environmentally qualified for PNPP, they do not meet the generic EQ requirements of
Davis-Besse, therefore, this cable type cannot be generically used as EQ cable at DB. However, the
quantity of cable that is being used to replace the damaged cable is being environmentally qualified for
this specific application.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

This modification does not adversely affect the safety related design basis function of the CACs
identified in the USAR, and the licensing basis will remain valid after the changes per this modification
are implemented. No interfaces with safety related systems will be adversely impacted either directly or
indirectly as a result of the changes within the scope of this ECR. Evaluation of the CAC fan high speed
function determined that it is not a safety related function; the low speed function of the CAC fan has a
safety related function to provide containment cooling to mitigate the effects of certain design basis
accidents. Due to the design of the two-speed CAC fan motor, the high speed and low speed cables are
both simultaneously connected to the CAC motor windings. The high speed cables, even though not
energized from the high speed mode contactor during the safety related low speed operation of the CAC,
are energized due to being back fed from the motor winding when the fan is' operating in low speed.
Therefore, the cables are still part of the safety related circuit and their failure (i.e., ground fault or phase-
to-phase fault) could result in an adverse impact on the operation of the CAC in the low speed mode.

Even though the high speed function of the CACs is not safety related, 1 OCFR50.49 (b) (2) requires that
nonsafety-related electric equipment whose failure under postulated environmental conditions could
prevent satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions be qualified also. Appendix B of Regulatory
Guide 1.89 provides NRC guidance on IOCFR50.59 (b) (2) stating that associated circuits, as defined in
Regulatory Guide 1.75, "Physical Independence of Electric Systems," need only be qualified to ensure
that they will not fail under postulated environmental conditions in a manner that could prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions by safety-related equipment." Additionally, USAR
Section 3.11.1 states that non-safety related electric equipment, whose failure under postulated
environmental conditions could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of the specified safety related
electrical equipment required safety functions or mislead an operator, is qualified as required.

Based on 1OCFR50.49 and Regulatory Guide 1.89 (and USAR Section 3.11.1), the CAC high speed
cables must be environmentally qualified to the extent that they will not fail and adversely affect the low
speed operation of the CACs. Engineering evaluations in ECR 02-0864-00 determined that the
replacement cables for CAC fan motors MCI-2 and MCI-3 high-speed cables 2PBF1401D and
3PBEF15D are acceptable for this application. The evaluations determined that the cables will function
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normally during normal plant operation (high speed mode) and would not fail during accident conditions
jeopardizing the operation in the low speed mode. The control logic for the CAC fans prevent the fans
from being placed in high speed with a SFAS signal present.

The replacement cables are qualified to IEEE-383 vertical flame test as required by the Fire Hazard
Analysis report. The cable routing will remain the same and will not eliminate any fire barriers or fire
stops. The new cable will reside in the same conduit as the old cable, consequently there is no change in
the combustible loading due to a larger cable jacket. Therefore the Fire Hazard Analysis Report is
unaffected.

The CAC system does not initiate any currently evaluated accidents, and the change implemented by this
activity does not create any situations that could initiate a new accident. Consequently, the frequency of
occurrence of the currently evaluated accidents does not increase and the possibility of initiating
accidents of a different type is not created. The mitigation effectiveness of the affected safety related
CAC system remains unchanged and therefore the radiological consequences from accidents and
malfunctions do not increase. The CAC system will be fully capable of supporting the Containment
Vessel Heat Removal function and, therefore, the fission product barriers will not be adversely affected.
The replacement cable is qualified to the extent required and does not conflict with any USAR-described
methodologies. The design function and the manner in which the system supports the design and
licensing basis remain unchanged. The new cable complies with all current design codes and licensing
requirements. The proposed change does not result in more than a minimal increase in the likelihood of
occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. The
activity does not result in a departure from a method of evaluation described in the USAR used in
establishing the design basis or in the safety analysis.

In conclusion, the proposed activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of IOCFR5O.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Reactor Coolant System High Point Vent Valves
Number 03-00483

CR 02-07609

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

This evaluation has been performed to support a "Use As Is" disposition to Condition Report CR 02-
07609.

This proposed change revises the USAR to accept routing of cables associated with the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS) High Point Vent Valves of the same channel from separate to common routing. This
change is for cables within a single channel and does not propose a change in separation between
channels. This activity accepts the cables as installed.

The events leading to this Condition Report occurred between 1980 and 1982. NUREG 0737 Item II.B.1
required the installation of RCS High Point Vents. The RCS High Point Vents were installed under an
earlier modification. The purpose of this Post TMI Modification was to address venting of non-
condensable gases created as a result of the potential for a Zirconium water reaction, radiolytic
decomposition of reactor coolant, and corrosion of metals. The cables for valves in series were installed
in the same trays by this modification without considering that the correspondence contained a NRC
licensing commitment for all four Hot Leg valve cables and the two Pressurizer valve cables to be run
separately. Restricting orifices are installed on the hot leg high point vent lines and the pressurizer high
point vent line to limit flow from the lines to within the capacity of the Makeup system and to not result
in RCS depressurization with all Pressurizer heaters. This evaluation establishes that the proposed
change in commitment does not require a license amendment.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The proposed activity does not result in more than a minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence of
an accident or a malfunction of a SSC important to safety as the only scenarios leading to spurious
venting of the RCS were determined to be non-credible and beyond design bases considerations. The fire
induced (hot short) issues are evaluated outside of this 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation in a 10 CFR 50.48
evaluation. No increase in the consequences of an accident or a malfunction was considered possible
based on the vents paths having restrictive orifices. The orifices are sized such that an inadvertent
opening of the pressurizer high point vent could not cause the reactor coolant system to depressurize
when all pressurizer heaters are energized (conservatively assumed to be 80% of design capacity), nor
could flow exceed the capacity of a makeup pump. The inadvertent opening of either Hot Leg high point
vent would not result in leakage greater than the capacity of a makeup pump. The vents are not required
to operate to mitigate any design basis accident or transient. The reactor coolant vents are not used to
detect or indicate in the control room that there is a significant abnormal degradation of the RCS pressure
boundary. As described in USAR Section 6.3.3.1.4, "Discussion of Noncondensible Gases," DBNPS
design basis events do not generate sufficient noncondensible gases to block natural circulation. The
DBNPS Small Break Loss Of Coolant Accident (SBLOCA) analyses take credit for boiler-condenser or
reflux cooling (coupled heat transfer from the RCS to the steam generator secondary side) to keep the
reactor cool in the event of an interruption of natural circulation due to the accumulation of steam in the
RCS loop.

Based on the above discussion, operation of the vents is not credited in the USAR Chapter 15 safety
analysis. Therefore, the vents are not required to ensure that the plant is operated within the bounds of
initial conditions assumed in design basis accident and transient analyses or that the plant will be
operated to preclude transients or accidents. In addition, the evaluation has concluded the existing safety
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function of the vent valves (RCS pressure boundary integrity) is preserved.

The proposed change by its nature is limited to vent valve malfunctions because the cable endpoints are
the same. Therefore, the possibility of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety with a different result
is not possible. A design basis limit for a fission product barrier is not exceeded or altered based on this
change, as the only barrier affected (RCS Pressure Boundary) is bounded by the SBLOCA analysis. A
departure from a method of evaluation described in the USAR used in establishing the design basis or in
the safety analysis described in the USAR has not occurred. This is based on the consistency of the High
Point Vent design basis with the plant design basis and previously submitted Appendix R evaluations,
and the lack of consequence resulting from the proposed activity.

The conclusion of the evaluation is that with the relocation of cables as described:
* The RCS High Point Vent Valves will operate as designed, and retain channel separation and

redundancy.
* The Vent paths are orificed to preclude inadvertent opening causing a design basis accident.
• The chance of an inadvertent opening of the two vent valves in series remains extremely remote.

Based on the above, the activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c) (2) of 10CFR50.59 and
a license amendment is not required to implement the change.
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Containment Air Cooler Upgrades as a Result of Boric Acid Corrosion
Number 03-00586
EWR 02-0343-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The modification was initiated in response to identified degradation of the Containment Air Coolers
(CACs), and their supporting structures and components, resulting from boric acid corrosion as described
in Condition Report (CR) 02-02943. The design function and method of operation for the CACs remains
unchanged. Corrosion resistance is improved by replacing carbon steel components with stainless steel
components. The modifications are summarized below.

The existing Containment Air Cooler (CAC) cooling coil assemblies for CAC units E37-1, -2, -3 are
replaced with new coil assemblies utilizing upgraded stainless steel coil frames.

1. The carbon steel service water (SW) headers for each CAC were redesigned to include stainless
steel construction for improved corrosion resistance, and expansion bellows for eliminating
excessive loads on the cooling coil nozzles during operation.

2. The carbon steel piping flanges located at the coil connections were replaced with corrosion
resistant Type AL6XN ASTM SB-462 alloy flanges.

3. New stainless steel dropout registers (CV159, 160, 161) were fabricated and installed using
seismically qualified supports.

4. The carbon steel CAC air plenum, ductwork, and accessories were replaced with stainless steel
components.

5. CAC instrument root valves CV 5056A, 5057A, 5061 A and 640 were replaced with stainless steel
valves.

6. Manual butterfly isolation valves (SW64-75), along with their accompanying vent valves (SW350,
351, 352, 353,354, 355, 356, 358, 359, 360, 361 and 364) were deleted.

7. The lifting hole cover plates on each CAC frame were replaced.
8. Pressure Differential Indicator (PDI-5056) were replaced with an equivalent model.
9. Plenum drain valves CV36 and CV37 were deleted.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The Containment Air Coolers will be fully capable of performing their design functions subsequent to
this activity. The design function and method of operation for the CACs remains unchanged. The
controls, control circuitry and method of operation for the containment air coolers are not impacted by
the proposed modification. The impact on SSCs important to safety is limited to elimination of unused
manual isolation valves and the replacement of passive mechanical components with components having
an equal or greater resistance to corrosion. Replacement components meet the same code and analytical
requirements as the existing components.

As stated in USAR Section 6.2.2.2.1, the qualification test program for the original containment air
coolers is documented in AAF Topical Report TR-7101. The replacement coils are designed to replicate
the performance of the existing coils and will have no adverse impact on the performance of the
containment air cooler unit. Unit performance with the new coils is very similar and slightly improved
over the performance of the units with the original coils. The impact of all changes have been evaluated
for their impact on post-accident containment analysis.

The carbon steel Service Water headers for each CAC were redesigned to ensure that the piping stresses
and loads applied to the coil nozzles are within prescribed allowables for all operating conditions. In
order to ensure that the CAC coil nozzles are adequately protected, flexible bellows are utilized in all of
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the service water return piping and as required on the service water supply piping. The expansion
bellows meet all ASME Section HI requirements, are N-stamped, and designed to withstand the
maximum expected fluid operating conditions consistent with both normal and post-accident operation.
Therefore, no new failure modes have been introduced.

The systems affected and/or modified by this change do not initiate any currently evaluated accidents,
and the changes implemented by this activity do not create any situations that could initiate a new
accident. Consequently, the frequency of occurrence of the currently evaluated accidents does not
increase and the possibility of initiating accidents of a different type is not created. The mitigation
effectiveness of the affected safety systems remains unchanged and therefore the radiological
consequences from accidents and malfunctions does not increase. The affected safety systems will be
fully capable of supporting the Containment Vessel Heat Removal System and therefore the fission
product barriers will not be adversely affected. The modified piping system is qualified in accordance
with accepted analytical methods and does not conflict with any USAR described methodologies. The
basis for the modification is refurbishment of existing components. The design function and the manner
in which the system supports the design and license basis remain unchanged. The new design, including
replacement components, complies with all current design codes and licensing requirements. The change
does not result in an increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to
safety previously evaluated in the USAR. The activity does not result in a departure from a method of
evaluation described in the USAR used in establishing the design basis or in the safety analysis.

In conclusion, this activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of IOCFR50.59 and
therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Containment Air Cooler Slow Speed Fan Flow Design Basis Change
Number 03-01086
ECR 03-0282-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

The proposed change revises the Containment Air Cooler (CAC) slow speed fan flowrate requirement.
Upon receiving an SFAS signal, the CACs switch from their normal operation high speed fan flowrate, to
the safety-related slow speed fan flowrate. The original plant design basis slow speed air flowrate is
58,000 cfm. During the post-modification testing of the containment air coolers as part of ECR 02-0343-
00, the fans failed to achieve the minimum required flowrate of 58,000 cfm. As documented in
Condition Report 03-03493, the worst case fan, CAC #3, had a flowrate of 54,490 cfm. There is a 3%
instrument uncertainty associated with the measured flowrate. Therefore, the CAC #3 flowrate could be
as low as 52,758 cfm.

ECR 03-0282-00 revises the design basis from 58,000 cfm to 45,000 cfm for the slow speed operation of
the CAC fans. A flow rate of 45,000 cfm provides significant margin for future testing techniques,
instrument uncertainty and/or coil fouling.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The Containment Air Coolers will be fully capable of performing their design functions subsequent to
this change. The design function and method of operation for the CACs remains unchanged. The
controls, control circuitry and method of operation for the containment air coolers are not impacted by
the proposed change. The impact on SSCs important to safety is limited to revising the design basis for
the CAC slow speed air flowrNTate requirement. The proposed changes have been evaluated for their
impact on post-accident containment analysis. The proposed change does not affect the normal operation
(fast speed) CAC air flowrates.

The CAC system does not initiate any currently evaluated accidents, and the changes implemented by
this change do not create any situations that could initiate a newv accident. Consequently, the frequency of
occurrence of the currently evaluated accidents does not increase and the possibility of initiating
accidents of a different type is not created. The mitigation effectiveness of the affected safety systems
remains unchanged, and therefore, the radiological consequences from accidents and malfunctions do not
increase. The affected safety systems will be fully capable of supporting the Containment Vessel Heat
Removal System, and therefore, the fission product barriers will not be adversely affected. The proposed
change utilizes accepted analytical methods and does not conflict with any USAR described
methodologies. The change does not result in a departure from a method of evaluation described in the
USAR used in establishing the design basis or in the safety analysis. The basis for the proposed change
is the failure of the CAC units to achieve their slow speed operation design basis flowrate of 58,000 cfm.
The design function and the manner in which the system supports the design and license basis remain
unchanged. The proposed change does not result in more than a minimal increase in the likelihood of
occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.
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Revise 4160V Degraded Voltage Relay Setpoint
Number 03-01367
ECR 03-0331-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

ECR 03-033 1, Revision 0 changes the 4160 V essential bus degraded voltage relay (DVR) setpoint and
allowable values based on new Analytical Limits (AL). The new Analytical Limits establish the
minimum required 4160 volt bus (CI & DI) voltage to assure that all safety related loads on the bus have
sufficient voltage to perform their intended safety function.

This ECR and Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, Rev. 11, "4160 V Bus Degraded Voltage Relay Setpoint"
provides the 4160V degraded voltage trip setpoint and setpoint tolerances for the DVRs. The setpoint
change is from 90% of 4160V (3744 volts) to 93.82% of 4160 V (3903 +/- 7 volts). The existing
degraded voltage 7.5 second time delay setting and the 59% undervoltage relay setpoint and its
associated 0.5 second time delay setting are not affected by this activity.

'A separate ECR, requiring NRC approval prior to its implemention, may also be necessary to resolve
the inadequate voltage condition previously identified in CR 03-04435 by removing, in Modes 1-4 only,
the automatic and procedural capability to tie the:

* 13.8 kV buses to a single 345 kV- 13.8 kV Startup Transformer (SUT) (XO1, X02) and
* 4160 V buses to a single 13.8 kV -4160 V Bus Tie Transformer (BIT) (BD, AC).

2NRC approval of LAR 03-0016, Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, Rev 11 and the 1' Mode 4 Operability
Evaluation limits the plant loads to ensure proper 4160 Volt bus capabilities and DVR operation:

* Offsite supply circuit consisiting of a grid voltage of 99.3% or higher and at least:
* The 1St Mode 4 Operability Evaluation requires both Startup Transformers (SUT) and both Bus

Tie Transformers (BTT) be available in order to to envelope the Calculation C-EE-004.01-049,
Rev. 11 minimum bus requirements of:

* One SUT and two BDIs
or

* Twvo SUTs and one BIT
* The 1St Mode 4 Operability Evaluation Load restrictions are expected to include the following:

* No more than one Circulating Water Pump running on each 13.8 kV bus
* No more than one Condensate Pump running,
* No more than one Turbine Plant Cooling Water Pump running,
* No Heater Drain Pumps running.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

ECR 03-0331 DVR setpoint change to 93.82% (of the nominal 4160 volt rating of the bus) from 90% is
based on the analysis performed under Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, Rev. 11.

Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, Rev. 11 determined that the DVR setpoint of 93.82% is satisfactory for
providing proper 4160 V bus protection from a degraded voltage condition. This setpoint accounts for all
instrument errors and uncertainties to ensure the minimum 4160 volt bus (C1 & DI) voltage required for
all safety related loads is provided to perform their intended safety function.

Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, Rev. 11, also calculates the DVR time delay. The calculation does not
change the existing degraded voltage relay time delay setting of 7.5 second time delay setting as the
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exisiting time delay continues to meet the DVR upper time delay AL of 9 seconds and the lower AL time
delay limit of 6.5 seconds.

Increasing the degraded voltage setpoint will increase the number of challenges to the DVR time delay
timers. However these challenges do not increase the frequency of the DVR's logic actuation of the Loss
of Offsite Power (LOOP) bus transfer. A spurious degraded voltage condition may be sufficient to pickup
the DVR relay and start the DVR timer. However unless the degraded voltage condition is present for a
sufficient period of time before the bus voltage can recover and reset the DVR, the LOOP bus transfer
logic is not activated.

Previous analyses conclude that the overall probability of the offsite grid voltage experiencing a lower
voltage of 98.3 or 99.3% is less than 1 day in 1000 years at the Davis-Besse 345 kV bus. Therefore the
change in probability due to offsite degraded voltage remains extremely remote.

Manufacturers data contained in Calculation C-EE-015.03-008, R2 identifies that the longest start time of
the large motors is 6.3 seconds with the exception of the reactor coolant pump and circulating water
pump. A push button that bypasses the DVR is currently used during the start of these motors and must
continue to be used to assure that the DVR's are reset during the bypass time. As a degraded voltage
must be present for at least 7.5 seconds, bus voltage recovery is assured before the timer actuates the
LOOP bus transfer.

The 59% undervoltage relay setpoint and its associated 0.5 second time delay setting are not affected by
this activity.

Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, RI 1 establishes a DVR setpoint that precludes premature separation of the
Offsite power source. The DVR pickup (reset) setpoint of 3923 +/- 7 volts is less than the 3975 volt
minimum Post Accident Steady State Cl or DI bus voltage (AL) derived in Calculation C-EE-004.01-
049, RIl. This therefore assures the relays will reset following voltage recovery during accident
response.

Calculation C-EE-004.01-049, Rl 1 establishes the DVR trip (dropout) setting of 3903 +/- 7 volts which
is more than the 3850 volt minimum Cl or DI bus voltage (AL) derived in Calculation C-EE-015.03-008,
R2. This therefore assures the relays will transfer the Cl / Dl buses to the Emergency Diesel Generator
supply prior to reaching Cl / Dl bus voltage that will not support reliable safety related equipment
operation.

Therefore the increase in the relay setpoint does not cause an increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a
malfunction due to the proposed change.

Subsequent analysis and testing performed prior to plant restart from 13RFO demonstrated that the
proposed design change was not required.

2 LAR 03-0016 involved a Technical Specification change to the DVR trip setpoint and allowable value.
This change was required to support the first reentry into Mode 4 during 13RFO. This change was
implemented in accordance with NRC Adminstrative Letter 98-10. Prior to plant restart, calculation C-
EE-004.01-049 was revised and the change implemented under LAR 03-0016 was voided. LAR 03-
0014, which was submitted to the NRC on May 5, 2004 (Serial Letter 3009) superseded LAR 03-0016.
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Replace Obsolete Motor Operated Potentiometer on the EDG with an Equivalent Unit
Number 03-01375, Rev. 2

ECR 03-0287-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

This change replaces the existing Motor Operated Potentiometer (MOP) unit on Emergency Diesel
Generator (EDG) 1-1 with a device that performs the same function. The proposed replacement device is
a Digital Reference Unit (DRU). The DRU and MOP perform the same function and will continue to
provide speed control for the EDG electronic governor. The existing MOP unit is obsolete and no longer
available. The DRU is the recommended replacement for the MOP unit by the vendor. A preposition
circuit will be added to the EDG control system. Following a loss of control power this preposition
circuit will reset the DRU to a setpoint which corresponds to a 60 Hz operating frequency.

The potential exists to motor EDG 1-1 during testing following the change. In addition, the DRU will
fail with a "zero" signal following a loss of control power resulting in a shutdown of the EDG, whereas
the MOP will fail as-is (EDG will continue to operate). As a result, this is considered an adverse change
and a 50.59 evaluation has been performed.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

Emergency Diesel Generator 1-1 will be fully capable of performing its design functions subsequent to
the change. The design function and method of operation for EDG 1-1 remains unchanged. The
controls, control circuitry and method of operation for EDG 1-1 are not adversely impacted by the
proposed change. The impact on SSCs important to safety is limited to replacing a small portion of the
EDG speed control system.

The EDG system does not initiate any currently evaluated accidents, and the changes implemented by
this change do not create any situations that could initiate a new accident. Consequently, the frequency
of occurrence of the currently evaluated accidents does not increase and the possibility of initiating
accidents of a different type is not created. The mitigation effectiveness of the affected safety systems
remains unchanged, and therefore, the radiological consequences from accidents and malfunctions do not
increase. The affected safety system will be fully capable of providing a reliable, safety-related power
source to accident mitigation systems, and therefore, the fission product barriers will not be adversely
affected. The proposed change utilizes accepted analytical methods and does not conflict with any
USAR described methodologies. The change does not result in a departure from a method of evaluation
described in the USAR used in establishing the design basis or in the safety analysis. The basis for the
proposed change is the obsolescence of the Motor Operated Potentiometer (MOP) and the potential
unreliability of the MOP unit due to aging. The design function and the manner in which the system
supports the design and license basis remain unchanged. The proposed change does not result in more
than a minimal increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR.

In conclusion, the proposed change does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of 10CFR50.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Re-Power MCC "F13" from Bus "P7"
Number 03-01398
ECR 03-0250-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The current normal feed to Motor Control Center (MCC) "F13" is from essential Bus "El". The alternate
feed is from essential Bus "Fl". ECR 03-0250-00 removes MCC "F13" and its loads from essential Bus
"El" and provide a normal power feed from non-essential bus "F7". All of the loads powered by MCC
"F13" are non-essential and do not perform any safety related functions. The loads on MCC "F13"
affected by this change are: the Turbine Generator Turning Gear Oil Pump (TGOP), the Boric Acid Lines
Heat Tracing Secondary system, the Boric Acid Addition Tank Room Secondary Infrared Heater, the
Emergency Instrument Air Dryer Package, the Turbine Generator Turning Gear Motor and Piggy Back
Motor, and the six Turbine Generator Lift Pumps.

Non-essential Bus "P7" becomes the "NORMAL" feed for MCC "F13", and the existing feed from Bus
"F`" through Breaker BF1 13 remains as the "ALTERNATE" feed and are not be affected by this ECR.
The two MCC "F13" power feeds remain mechanically interlocked through the Kirk-Key interlock
system that precludes the two incoming breakers from being closed at the same time. Transfer between
the normal and the altemate feeds remain strictly manual. In order to re-power MCC "F13" from Bus
"17", new conduits, feeder cables, and control interlock cables were installed between Bus "P7" and
MCC "F13". The new conduits and cables were installed as non-safety related, non-seismic and are
located in the Turbine Building. Breaker BE113, which is the existing "NORMAL" feed to MCC "F13"
breaker BF1304, is spared and physically removed from essential Bus "El".

The 2838 kW 2000-Hour LOOP/LOCA ratings of EDG-1 and EDG-2 have a narrow load margin. It is
desired to reduce the load on the EDGs during the time of a combined SFAS and LOOP signal.
Currently, MCC "F13" can be aligned to either EDG and as such its load is included in the loading
calculation for both EDGs. ECR 03-0250-00 removed non-essential MCC "F13" and its loads from the
EDG-I essential bus in order to increase the EDG load margin. Consequently, power will no longer be
automatically restored to MCC "F13" once the EDGs start. Bus "Fl", which is fed from EDG-2, was
selected as the "ALTERNATE" feed since EDG-2 has a greater load margin than EDG-1. Subsequent to
the change, it will be possible to manually restore power to MCC "F13" after a LOOP signal by manually
closing the appropriate breakers to re-power Bus "D2" which powers Bus "F7" which will then power
MCC "F13". The following means of power restoration, listed in order of priority, will be available: (1)
the Station Blackout Diesel Generator (SBODG) can be used to power bus "D2", (2) non-essential bus
"D2" can be re-energized from essential bus "DI" using EDG-2, or (3) non-essential bus "D2" can be re-
energized from essential bus "C1" using EDG-I. It will also be possible to power MCC "F13" from
essential bus "F " subsequent to this change, although this means of power restoration is not the
preferred method.

Revisions or Addenda were prepared to the following calculations in support of ECR 03-0250-00. These
document changes are included in the scope of this IOCFR50.59 Evaluation.

* C-EE-005.01-037, Protective Relay Setpoints for Incoming to SWGR El (Bkr BCE12)
* C-EE-005.01-038, Protective Relay Setpoints for Incoming to MCC F13 (Bkr BF705)
* C-EE-005.01-039, Protective Relay Setpoints for Incoming to MCC F13 (Bkr BF1 13)
* C-EE-005.01-040, Protective Relay Setpoints for Incoming to SWGR El (Bkr BCEI 1)
* C-EE-005.01-097, Protective Relay Setpoints 480V Bus F7
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

There are no new failure mechanisms introduced to any of the affected systems or components as a result
of this activity. The change to the power source for the non-safety related loads powered by MCC "F13"
does not create any new failure modes or effects. The physical changes required to implement the ECR
do not create any situations that would initiate a new failure of an SSC. The removal of MCC "FlY'
from the EDGe is beneficial since it increases the EDG load margin. Consequently, the likelihood of
SSC malfunctions is not increased and the possibility of new malfunctions with different results is not
created.

The systems and components affected and/or modified by this change do not initiate any currently
evaluated accidents. The changes implemented by this activity do not create any situations that could
initiate a new accident. Consequently, the frequency of occurrence of the currently evaluated accidents
does not increase and the possibility of initiating accidents of a different type is not created. The
mitigation effectiveness of the plant safety systems remains unchanged since the support of these safety
systems provided by the essential busses and EDGs also remains unchanged. Therefore, the radiological
consequences from accidents and malfunctions does not increase. The EDGs will still be fully capable of
supporting the Emergency Core Cooling System and therefore the fission product barriers will not be
adversely affected. The calculations prepared to support the ECR were prepared using typical analytical
methods and do not conflict with any USAR-described methodologies. Therefore, the activity does not
result in a departure from a method of evaluation described in the USAR.

In conclusion, the proposed activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of l OCFR50.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Installation of New Minimum Flow Recirculation Lines for the HPI Pumps
Number 03-01408

ECR 02-0809-00/01

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

Condition Report 02-06702 documented a condition that can exist during certain small break loss of
coolant accidents (SBLOCA) where the reactor coolant system (RCS) could periodically repressurize to a
pressure that is greater than the High Pressure Injection (HPI) pump shutoff head. During injection from
the Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST), this is not an issue since a minimum flow line exists back to
the BWST. During this subject SBLOCA that involves cyclic repressurization, the existing operating
procedures would result in transferring the suction source for the Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) pumps from the BWST to the containment emergency sump once the BWST level reached nine
feet. Concurrent with the transfer to the containment sump, the HPI pump minimum flow line to the
BWST is isolated to prevent radioactive containment sump water from entering the BWST. This
isolation is required to ensure that IOCFRIOO offsite dose limits are maintained and there is no loss of
containment water inventory. This sequence of events would be detrimental to the HPI pump during a
SBLOCA with periodic repressurization, since the minimum flow line for the pump would be isolated
and the HPI pump would be run at shutoff head, which would result in pump overheating and eventual
failure of the pump.

ECR 02-0809-00/01, Rev. 0 installed a new minimum flow line for the Train I and Train 2 HPI pumps.
Each of the new lines will contain non-cavitating pressure reducing devices, two manual isolation valves,
and one manual flow control valve. The pressure reducing device consists of a trimming orifice, two
opposing jet pressure reducing devices, and a flow straightener. Each new minimum flow line will tie-in
on the discharge side of the HPI pump and run to the discharge side of the corresponding Decay Heat
(DH) pump for that train and will tie-in upstream of the Decay Heat Cooler. The pressure-reducing
devices are required to introduce sufficient hydraulic resistance in the minimum flow line to provide the
minimum pump flowrate. During HPI pump operation from the containment sump, the HPI pump must
be "piggy-backed" on the DH pump to ensure that the HPI pump has adequate Net Positive Suction Head
(NPSH). This piggyback operation ensures that the new recirculation lines will have a circular flow path
from the HPI discharge to the HPI suction. Flow through the Decay Heat Coolers ensures removal of the
heat from operating the HPI pump at its minimum flow condition. Use of the new minimum flow lines
for the HPI pumps will eliminate operation of the HPI pumps at a deadhead condition during the subject
SBLOCA scenario when pump suction is from the containment sump and will preserve the operability of
the HPI pumps during this scenario.

These two ECRs introduce a new manual operator action to place the minimum flow lines in service.
The procedures were revised such that the new recirculation lines would be placed in service if the
BWST level drops at a rate less than two feet per hour. This depletion rate is indicative of the subject
SBLOCA scenario that involves cyclic repressurization. The new recirculation lines would be placed in
service prior to reaching the nine foot level in the BWST by dispatching operators to the ECCS pump
rooms to manually open the new flow path.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The HPI, LPI, and DH systems will be fully capable of performing their design functions subsequent to
this change. The design function and method of operation for the HPI system remains unchanged with
the exception of a new operator action. The changes have been evaluated for their impact on
pump/system performance and accident mitigation performance, and the changes do not degrade these
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design parameters.

The new operator action that will open the HPI pump minimum flow lines was evaluated and it was
determined that this manual action will not increase the likelihood of the occurrence of a malfunction of
any SSC important to safety. This action will also not create any new malfunctions of equipment
important to safety. The manual action is defined in the plant operating procedures and it can be
successfully performed under the conditions that will exist when it is needed. The mission-dose to the
operators does not exceed the defined limits in GDC 19 and recovery is possible from any postulated
performance errors such that there are no adverse effects on any SSCs.

A LOCA in a HPI injection line is currently evaluated in the USAR. The changes implemented by this
activity do not create any situations that could initiate a new accident or increase the frequency of
occurrence of a LOCA in a HPI injection line. Consequently, the frequency of occurrence of the
currently evaluated accidents does not increase and the possibility of initiating accidents of a different
type is not created. The mitigation effectiveness of the affected safety systems is not adversely affected,
and therefore the radiological consequences from accidents and malfunctions do not increase. The
pressure boundary of the Emergency Core Cooling System will be maintained, and therefore, fission
product barriers will not be adversely affected. The proposed change utilizes accepted analytical methods
and does not conflict with any USAR described methodologies. The change does not result in a
departure from a method of evaluation described in the USAR used in establishing the design bases or in
the safety analyses for the ECCS. The design function of the ECCS and the manner in which the ECCS
supports the design and license basis remains unchanged.

In conclusion, the proposed change does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of IOCFR50.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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HPI Pump Upgrade to Minimize Debris Damage during Suction from the Containment Sump
Number 03-02048
ECR 03-0216-01

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

During a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and once the inventory of the Borated Water Storage Tank
(BWST) is depleted, the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) pumps are aligned to take their
suction from the containment emergency sump in the recirculation mode of operation. For the High
Pressure Injection (HPI) pumps, the suctions are aligned to the discharge of the Decay Heat (DH) system
pumps, which are aligned in the Low Pressure Injection (LPI) mode to supply water from the
containment sump. This mode of operation ensures adequate NPSH is available to the HPI pumps during
the recirculation mode of operation. During the initial stages of a LOCA, the sump will fill with water,
which potentially could be laden with various types of debris. The debris is characterized as unqualified
coatings, fibrous material, concrete rubble, and miscellaneous other constituents. The containment sump
strainer is designed to prevent debris particles larger than 3116" from entering the (ECCS) pump suction
lines. However, as noted in Condition Report 02-08492, the HPI pumps were designed with close
internal tolerances (i.e., much smaller than 3/16"). Due to the close internal tolerances of the HPI pumps,
the capability of the pumps to deliver the required flow during the recirculation mode of operation could
not be assured with the original pump design.

The subject changes modify the HPI pump internal components to assure adequate water flow to the
hydrostatic bearing during operation in debris-laden water, and to harden the pump's close tolerances to
erosion. These modifications are as follows:

* Install strainers in the HPI pumps on the volute supply take-off to the hydrostatic bearing.

* The location of the hydrostatic bearing supply flow take-off is moved from the periphery of the
pump 4th stage volute to a new location on the discharge side of the 5th stage volute, adjacent to
the discharge wear ring.

* The possibility of hydrostatic bearing clearance clogging to the point that it cannot perform its
function is prevented by installing a new design based on a figure "8" pocket configuration which
includes relief grooves for debris flushing.

* The parts with wear surfaces which are subject to debris that are not already hardfaced are replaced
with hardfaced parts. These parts are wear rings, central volute bushing (rotating and stationary
parts), and the hydrostatic bearing (rotating and stationary pans). The base material for the
replacement parts is Inconel 600. Stationary parts were hardfaced with Stellite® 6 and rotating
parts with Stellite® 12.

Make repairs to components found out of tolerance at pump disassembly. This was not part of the
original plan to address debris laden water. Repairs were required due to nonconformances or
degradation found when the pumps were disassembled. Some impellers were returned to service
with changes in hardfacing on and discharge hubs, and changes in discharge hub, bore diameter,
and suction ring clearances. Volute and casing wear ring running clearances were out of tolerance
and were adjusted or evaluated for acceptability. Some impellers installed are slightly larger than
the others within the pumps.
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The High Pressure Injection System will be fully capable of performing its design functions subsequent
to these changes. The design function and method of operation for the HPI system remains unchanged.
The controls and control circuitry for the HPI system are not impacted by the changes. The changes have
been evaluated for their impact on pump/system performance and accident mitigation performance, and
the changes do not adversely affect these design parameters. The modification includes changes to
several pump component materials. The compatibility of these materials with other pump components
and with the plant systems is established in the design to ensure that these new component materials do
not affect pump operation. The design includes the appropriate material interfaces and clearances to
accommodate all operating conditions. The modification materials, chosen for the pump mating surfaces,
provide proper hardness, excellent wear resistance, and low galvanic potential. The proposed changes to
the pump have been evaluated for seismic integrity and rotordynamic stability. The design effectiveness
has been demonstrated via performance of qualification testing and analysis. The testing demonstrated
the HPI pumps' ability to operate post-LOCA for 30 days including margin for continued operation for an
indefinite period consistent with the current design and licensing basis. The changes to the HPI pump
improve the durability of the pumps and assures the ability of the pump to function during post-accident
operation. The results of existing malfunctions of equipment important to safety are not impacted or
changed by the proposed activity. Redundancy of ECCS equipment is retained.

The HPI system is the initiator for an HPI induced LOCA (i.e., a LOCA in the HPI injection line). The
changes implemented by this activity do not increase the frequency of occurrence of a LOCA in the HPI
injection line or create any situations that could initiate a new accident. Consequently, the frequency of
occurrence of the currently evaluated accidents does not increase and the possibility of initiating
accidents of a different type is not created. The mitigation effectiveness of the affected safety system is
not adversely affected, and therefore, the radiological consequences from accidents and malfunctions do
not increase. The HPI system will be fully capable of supporting the ECCS, and therefore, the fission
product barriers will not be adversely affected. The changes utilize accepted analytical methods and do
not conflict with any USAR-described methodologies. The change does not result in a departure from a
method of evaluation described in the USAR used in establishing the design bases or in the safety
analyses for the ECCS. The design function of the system and the manner in which the system supports
the design and licensing basis remain unchanged. The change does not result in more than a minimal
increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR.

In conclusion, the proposed change does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of I OCFR50.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Safety Related 480V Breaker Coordination
Number 03-02110
ECR 03-0507-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

This ECR installs Class IE fused disconnect switches for nine Essential 480V motor control center
(MCC) safety related, Class IE Essential Bus Feeder MCCs, ten non -1 E, load MCCs and twelve IE
load MCCs, where proper circuit protective device coordination cannot be assured by the existing
molded case breakers.

Providing coordination ensures the 480 VAC systems single failure resistant design is maintained for a
Non-lE circuit or Class-lE, but non-EQ qualified component, fault scenario's.

In order to monitor the functional status of the fused disconnect switch assembly, a Class-lE power
monitor is installed with a local status indicating light.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The activities comply with the following design basis requirements:
* Seismic requirements for the AC Electrical System as stated in U SAR Sections 3.10.1,3.10.2.13

& 3.10.2.14.
* Requirements for protective systems on the AC Electrical System of USAR Sections 8.3.1.1.5,

8.3.1.2.11 & 8.3.1.2.23.
* Requirements and Principal Design Criteria for Electrical Systems as cited in USAR Sections

1.2.5.2, 3.D.2.32, 8.3.1.1,8.3.1.2.10 8.1.5 & SER Section 8.1. & 8.3.1
* Physical interlock requirements for Motor Control Center EF12C cited in USAR Section

8.3.1.1.5.c
* Test and Inspection Requirements of the AC Electrical System, by providing a local indicating

light to indicate the status of the fused disconnect as required by USAR Sections 8.3.1.1.9 &
8.3.1.2.13.

* Requirements for Q-List Items of the AC Electrical System cited in USAR Section 8.3.1.2.28.
* Requirements for 1OCFR50.49 (EQ) as cited in USAR Sections 3.11.1 & 8.1.5.

The change provides proper 480 VAC bus coordination and therefore ensures that a failure of non-lE and
Class-I E, but not EQ qualified components do not result in de-energizing the entire 480 VAC for that
train. The failure of a single electrical train of power does not result in initiating any accidents and
therefore does not increase the frequency of occurrence of any accident previously evaluated.

The change from a breaker to fuse, though increasing the potential for greater damage to occur to a failed
load device due to the possibility of single phasing, does not create a new failure mode. The existing
design is capable of forming an undetectable single phasing condition. Use of a fused disconnect with a
status indicating light at the MCC bucket containing the fused disconnect, provides a method of
monitoring the functional status of the device and indicating a failed or improperly installed fuse or an
open disconnect switch.

This change does not adversely affect the system reliability as the component failure rates are slightly
reduced. Therefore this ECR does not result in a more than a minimal increase in the likelihood of
occurrence of a malfunction of an SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.
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This activity does not increase consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR as no new
pathways or release rates for radioactive release are created by this activity.

By providing proper coordination this ECR ensures sufficient 480 VAC power is provided for fission
product containment and removal systems and does not introduce any different malfunctions. Therefore
this activity does not result in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of a malfunction of an
SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR.

Damage to a faulted component is bounded by the single failure criterion, in that the opposite, 100%
redundant train SSC will perform it's required design function. The unavailability of one train to perform
this function does not result in creating any new accident scenarios other than those previously
postulated. Therefore, there is no possibility for an accident of a different type than any previously
evaluated in the USAR.

The ECR by providing local fuse status indication provides assurance that a fuse failure would not go
undetected. In addition, the failure mechanisms for the fused disconnect switches result in the same
consequences for the affected load (i.e., no new failure modes are introduced). Therefore the proposed
activity does not create a possibility for a malfunction of an SSC important to safety with a different
result than any previously evaluated in USAR.

The 480 VAC buses will continue to provide required power distribution to equipment necessary to
maintain the integrity of fission product barriers, including fuel cladding, reactor coolant system
boundary and containment and therefore the systems will not result in any indirect affects on the fission
product barriers, including fuel cladding, reactor coolant system boundary and containment. These
changes do not result in a design basis limit for a fission product barrier being exceeded or altered.

The calculations and any software or approaches used for performing electrical calculations are not
described in the USAR. Nor does the USAR, topical report and/or SER identify any constraints and
limitations associated with use of the method. Therefore the definition of a methodology change as
defined by NEI 96-07 does not apply. This is because it does not replace or alter an existing
methodology. Therefore, the proposed activity does not result in a departure from a method of evaluation
described in the USAR used in establishing the design basis or in the safety analysis.

The 50.59 evaluation concludes that a license amendment is not required for this change.
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Service Water System, Water Hammer Reduction Modification
Number 03-02234

ECR 03-0533-00/01

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

Davis-Besse experienced a Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) event while shut down and in MODE 5. As a
result of the LOOP, the Service Water (SW) pumps tripped and subsequently auto started after power
was restored to the essential 4160V busses via the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG). As a direct
result of this temporary loss of SW, the SW system experienced an anticipated water hammer event,
however, the event resulted in unanticipated damage to Containment Air Cooler (CAC) #1, #2, and #3
SW return bellows and trees. It was determined that the existing water hammer analysis underestimated
the resulting piping forces. Specifically, the water hammer analysis for the LOOP condition used for the
CAC SW return tree design significantly under predicted the peak pressures that would be applied to the
return piping and bellows. Non-conservative LOOP water hammer model parameters included: SW
pressure, pump start times, valve alignments, and residual void volume.

As a result of this event, ECR 03-0533-00/01 was issued to address the changes required to resolve the
issues related to the water hammer event. The activities within the scope of ECR 03-533-00/01 include:

* Addition of a vertical stiffener to each of the return trees to reduce lateral bending.
* Shimming of the lateral clearance gaps at the bottom of the return trees to eliminate gaps in the

base support to minimize tree deflection when pressurized.
* Development of a new feeler gauge to assist in the verification that the CAC SW piping bellows

installation meets vendor angular and lateral misalignment tolerances.
* Review, and revision as required, of the analyses associated with the piping and supports affected

by this ECR to evaluate the impact of the configuration changes.
* Revision of the CAC SW inlet valves control logic's response to a LOOP or LOOP/LOCA.

Following a LOOP event, the valves will close (if open) upon re-energization of their power
supplies. If a LOCA signal is also present, after sufficient time has passed to allow the start of the
associated SW pump, the valves will automatically open (if the associated CAC fan is running) to a
predetermined throttled position and hold that position for the period of time sufficient for the
voids, created by the draining water columns, to be filled. Then the valves will fully open to
provide the required amount of cooling water for the CACs to perform their design basis function.
If there is no LOCA signal coincident with the LOOP, SW flow will be manually restored to the
CACs; the CACs and SW to the CACs do not perform a safety related function for a LOOP only
event.

* Final revision and approval of the LOOP water hammer, piping and support analysis utilizing
conservative assumptions and inputs will be performed outside of this ECR. Acceptability of the
existing configuration without the water hammer, piping and support analyses being completed is
evaluated in OE 03-21. This evaluation makes certain conclusions based on preliminary analysis.

* Revision of the applicable containment response analysis to reflect the changes in the time
dependent heat removal response of the CACs, due to the delay in restoration of full SW flow
through the CACs following a LOOP/LOCA event, as a result of the changes to the control logics
for the CAC inlet SW valves.
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

A water hammer event in the CAC SW piping is predicted to occur following a LOOP event. This water
hammer event is postulated to result in pressure transients within the CAC service water piping and CAC
coils. If the event is not mitigated, ASME code limits for the CAC SW piping and/or bellows may be
approached. Therefore, this ECR is implementing changes to mitigate the affects of the water hammer
event and thus maintain the structural integrity of the CAC SW piping and CAC coils. If the new safety
functions for the CAC SW inlet valves, added by this ECR, fail or if the CAC SW outlet valves fail to
reopen the CAC SW piping and CAC coils may be subjected to elevated pressure transients due to the
water hammer event, however, preliminary analysis has shown that the structural integrity of the piping
and coils will be maintained and the SW pressure boundary will not be breached. Acceptability of the
existing configuration without the water hammer, piping and support analyses being completed is
evaluated in OE 03-21. The OE is based partially on the fact that the LOOP only waterhammer case has
been determined to be the bounding waterhammer case and that the Davis-Besse LOOP-only
waterhammer event in August 2003 demonstrated that there was no pressure boundary breach for the
CAC and the associated SW system piping.

If the revised CAC SW inlet valve logic functions as designed in response to a LOOP/LOCA event, the
Containment Air Coolers will be fully capable of performing their design functions subsequent to this
activity. Because the changes within the scope of this ECR will result in a delay in design SW flow
through the CACs and thus a delay in the CACs being at rated heat removal capacity post-LOCA, the
containment analysis is impacted. The revised analyses, considering both direct and indirect effects,
indicates that the changes will be minimal and that the containment and the SSCs contained within the
containment will continued to perform their design basis safety function.

If the revised CAC SW inlet valve logic functions as designed in response to a LOOP or a LOOP/LOCA
event, the SW System will be fully capable of performing its design functions subsequent to this activity.
The activities within the scope of this ECR are intended to mitigate the impact of a LOOP-induced water
hammer event in the CAC SW piping. If these mitigative measures are not taken, ASME Code limits
could be approached following the LOOP event. The changes within the scope of this ECR are
considered to have an adverse impact on the SW system in that they add complexity to the CAC SW inlet
valve logic. As stated above, the existing configuration could lead to ASME Code limits being
approached under certain LOOP events, therefore, these changes even though considered to have an
adverse impact, are deemed to be prudent and justified to ensure that the structural integrity of the SW
system and CACs are maintained.

In conclusion, the proposed activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of lOCFR50.59
and therefore the evaluation of the proposed change determined that a license amendment is not required.
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Emergency Diesel Generator Room Temperature
Number 03-0259 1, Rev. I

ECR 03-0644-00

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The proposed activity is an Engineering Change that:
* Defines a new Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) design room temperature of 125'F on a

design summer day (two fan operation).
* Defines a maximum outside temperature limit of 70'F for single fan operation.
* Defines an operability limit of 130OF in the EDG rooms for outside temperature excursions

above design. The 130'F limit is a bulk room temperature as measured at the ventilation exhaust
damper.

* Ensures that all equipment installed in the future for EDG rooms will be required to function for
room temperatures up to 130'F.

Room temperature, as used by this calculation, is the bulk room temperature as measured at the room
ventilation exhaust.

Condition Report (CR) 02-07596 identifies several concerns with the USAR-described design
temperature of the EDG rooms. The concerns were partially due to inadequacies associated with the
evaluation of effects that the increased temperature would have on safety-related components. Other
concerns were attributed to inconsistencies among procedures, specifications, design documents, and
licensing documents with regard to these upper bounds.

USAR Sections 9.4.2.1.2.3, 9.4.2.1.3.3, Table 9.44 and Table 7.2-3 indicate that full capacity safety-
related ventilation systems are available to maintain the EDG Rooms between 60'F and 1341F with
design outside conditions (-100 F minimum to 951F maximum). Sections 9.4.2.1.2.3 and 9.4.2.1.3.3 of
the USAR additionally state that the EDGs will continue to function supplying 110% EDG load at 10 1OF
or lower outside air temperature and supplying 100% EDG load at 1041F or lower outside air
temperature. These upper bounds, which where established in UCN 99-022 and evaluated by Safety
Evaluation 99-0021, are an increase from the FSAR defined upper room temperature bound of 1201F
with design outside conditions. This Evaluation provides the basis for revising these upper bounds to
resolve CR 02-07596.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

Using ASHRAE design temperature criteria, Davis-Besse was designed to operate with an outdoor air
temperature of 950F (Section 9.4.2.1.1 of the FSAR and Section III.E.2.3 of the Design Criteria Manual).
The ASHRAE design temperature selection stipulates that 1% of the time the design temperature can be
exceeded. This inherently allows exceeding the design temperature, but does not provide direct limits.
Calculation C-ME-024.02-001 was revised to include new heat loads due to implementation of
Engineering Changes ECR 03-0101-00 and ECR 03-0170-00 and to determine outside conditions that
limit the bulk room temperature to 1301F. The calculation determines that under maximum design heat
load conditions, 950F outside temperature with 110% EDG loading, the maximum temperature in the
EDG rooms is 1250F. This is a 51F increase of the original FSAR-described room temperature yet a 90F
decrease in the USAR-described room temperature. Using a maximum extreme outdoor temperature of
104'F, the room temperature could reach 1341F. Room temperatures up to 130'F are evaluated to be
acceptable. No direct failure of components would occur due to the elevated bulk room temperatures up
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to 1301F based on approved calculations.

This change does not affect accident initiators or change the way in which postulated malfunctions could
occur. Therefore, there is not a more than minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence or
consequences of an accident or malfunction. Specifically, thermal aging effects were evaluated and
determined to be negligible due to the magnitude, frequency, and duration of high temperature events.
Thus, the likelihood of component malfunction is not increased by a more than minimal amount. This
change does not involve a change in methods, nor does it affect fission product barriers. This change
does not introduce the possibility of a malfunction with a different result since no equipment will
malfunction differently than previously evaluated and single failure analysis is not impacted.

Based on the above, the activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c) (2) of 1OCFR50.59 and
a license amendment is not required to implement the change.
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Change to High Pressure Injection Pump Curve Acceptance Criteria
Number 03-02673

Calculation C-NSA-052.01-003

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

Recent baseline testing of High Pressure Injection (HPI) Pumps 1 and 2 indicated that the head curves of
both HPI pumps were lower than the assumed curve utilized by accident analyses. Consequently, it was
necessary to generate a new HPI pump acceptance curve and review/rerun the appropriate analyses. The
new HPI pump acceptance curve is 3 percent less than the curve used by the previous accident analyses
and 4.5 percent less than the original analyzed curve. Accident analyses that were rerun/reviewed
included small and large-break LOCA analyses and non-LOCA accident analyses.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

Both calculations and evaluations of USAR Chapter 15 accidents demonstrated that only small break
LOCAs are significantly affected by the reduction in the HPI pump head curve.

The limiting small-break LOCA: a 0.02463 square-foot HPI line break, was reanalyzed. The reduction in
the HPI head curve resulted in a lower mixture level and peak clad temperature (PCT) increase of 77.3 F
(from 1428 F to 1505 F). Other break sizes and locations were reviewed and it was concluded that the
reanalyzed case remains bounding. The maximum local oxidation was less than 4 percent and the whole
core hydrogen generation rate was 0.21 percent for the small-break spectrum. These calculated values
have significant margin to the 17 percent local and 1 percent whole core hydrogen generation acceptance
criteria as specified by 10 CFR 50.46. The core geometry is preserved and it remains amenable to
cooling because the maximum flow blockage of 71 percent is less than the 90 percent criteria. The
change to the HPI head curve will have a negligible impact on long-term cooling since this function is
provided primarily by the Decay Heat Removal system. It can be concluded that although the change to
the HPI head curve will cause an increase in the PCT during the limiting small-break LOCA, the five
criteria specified by 10 CFR 50.46 remain satisfied. Results of the small-break LOCA analysis will be
reported to the NRC in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46.

Other design analyses including large-break LOCAs, non-LOCA accidents, fuel vendor safety concerns,
long-term cooling of the Containment Vessel and, end-of-cycle Reactor Coolant average temperature
reduction, were also reviewed. These reviews concluded that these analyses were unaffected by the
reduction in the BPI pump head curve.

Based on the discussion above, it can be concluded that the changes associated with the reduction of the
HPI head curve do not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of 10 CFR 50.59.
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Unit Backfeed via Generator Main Power Transformer and Unit Auxiliary Transformer
Number 04-00206, Rev. 1

LAR 04-0002

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The activity consists of implementing changes to the Davis-Besse Technical Specification Bases,
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR), plant procedures, and associated engineering analysis. The
changes will allow the onsite Class IE alternating current (AC) power system to be powered from the
offsite power source by a qualified circuit consisting of the Main Power Transformer (MPT) backfed
from the 345 kV offsite transmission system and the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT) and 13.8 kV
buses fed from the MPT with the main generator disconnecting links removed.

The existing Technical Specifications require a minimum of two Operable qualified circuits between the
offsite transmission network and the onsite Class IE AC power system during Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Only one Operable qualified circuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite Class IE AC
power system is required for Modes 5 and 6. The existing Technical Specification Bases include only
the Start-Up Transformers (SUTs) in the definition of a qualified offsite to onsite circuit. The proposed
change will add to the definition of a qualified offsite to onsite circuit the series connection of the MPT
and UAT with the main generator disconnecting links removed. Use of the MPT / UAT backfeed
alignment as a qualified circuit will be allowed for Modes 3, 4, 5, and 6 and defueled.

The existing USAR Section 8.2.1 indicates that the MPT and UAT can be made available to supply the
essential loads by removing the main generator lead disconnecting links. The proposed change will add a
description of the capability of the MPT and UAT to supply all essential loads within a few seconds
provided that the main generator disconnecting links are removed.

The proposed change will also modify plant procedures to enable the removal of the disconnect links on
the main generator, alignment of the MPT and UAT as a qualified offsite to onsite circuit, and
demonstration of the capability of manually transferring from each of an Operable SUT to the Operable
MPT / UAT backfeed alignment.

The proposed activity also involves issuing an approved addendum to Revision 3 of Calculation C-EE-
015.03-008, "PC Power System Analysis." This addendum documents the load flow and motor starting
analyses required to demonstrate the AC power system has sufficient capacity and capability to assure
that the plant safety systems can perform their functions when backfed from the MPT.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The proposed changes will allow the onsite Class IE alternating current (AC) power system to be
powered from the offsite power source by a qualified circuit consisting of the Main Power Transformer
(MPT) backfed from the 345 kV offsite transmission system and the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT)
and 13.8 kV buses fed from the MPT with the main generator disconnecting links removed. The
proposed activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (c)(2) of 10 CFR 50.59 requiring a
license amendment to implement.

The proposed activity will not result in more than a minimal increase in the frequency of occurence of an
accident previously evaluated in the USAR. The MPT and UAT are constructed to the same industry
standards for large power transformers as the Start-Up Transformers. In the proposed allowable
backfeed configuration the MPT and UAT will be operated within their design ratings, even under
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postulated accident conditions. The failure probability of the MPT I UAT backfeed is not greater than
two times the failure of a SUT. The causes of a loss of offsite power (LOOP) involve many more
components and considerations than just the failure probability of a startup transformer resulting in a
small contribution to the overall frequency from the startup transformer failure rate. Considerations such
as grid related failures and weather related events dominate the LOOP frequency. For similar reasons,
the proposed change does not represent more than a minimal increase in the likelihood of occurrence of a
malfunction of a system, structure, or component (SSC) important to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR.

The proposed activity will not result in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of an accident
previously evaluated in the USAR or result in more than a minimal increase in the consequences of a
malfunction of a SSC important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. The proposed activity will
not affect the radiological consequences of any event because it does not increase a release rate or
duration, establish a new release mechanism or path, or change mitigation effectiveness. The Chapter 15
accident analyses which require the availability of AC power for accident mitigation (e.g., large break
and small break LOCAs), assume a LOOP and rely on the onsite AC power sources (i.e., the emergency
diesel generators) for accident mitigation. In addition, electrical system analyses demonstrate that the
AC system has sufficient capacity and capability to assure that the safety systems can perform their
functions during the MPT / UAT backfeed.

The proposed activity will not create the possibility for an accident of a different type than any
previously evaluated, in the USAR and the proposed activity will not create a possibility for a
malfunction of an SSC important to safety with a different result than previously evaluated in the USAR.
The proposed activity will not adversely affect any USAR design functions, method of performing or
controlling a design function, or the evaluations that demonstrate the intended design function will be
accomplished as described in the USAR.

The proposed activity does not represent a departure from a method of evaluation described in the USAR
for establishing the plant's design bases or used in the safety analyses. The proposed activity wvill provide
a reliable, qualified offsite to onsite power supply to the unit's AC power system. Accordingly, the
proposed activity will not adversely affect the operation, functionality, or integrity either directly or
indirectly of any fission product barrier described in the USAR.

The proposed activity is considered safe and consistent with the existing licensing bases of the plant.
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New Alignment of the Motor Driven Feedwater Pump in Mode 4
Number 04-00616

DB-OP-06225

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

The procedure change adds guidance to the Motor Driven Feed Pump (MDFP) Operating Procedure (DB-
OP-06225) to allow the MDFP suction to be aligned to the Deareator Storage Tank (DST), similar to the
Main Feedwater MFW alignment mode, while the MDFP discharge is aligned to the Auxiliary Feedwater
(AFW) System, similar to the AFW mode. This configuration is not presently proceduralized and has not
been evaluated. Additionally, the change allows feeding the OTSG with the MDFP through the AFW
system while using the Condensate Storage Tank as a suction source during infrequent or special
evolutions. Currently this is defined as only an Emergency Use operation. The description of the
allowed configuration is to be added to the USAR.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

The evaluation of the proposed configuration does not adversely affect the safe operation of the plant or
public health and safety. All Systems, Structures, and Components will be operated within their design
parameters and bounds. This includes a restriction on suction supply temperature to ensure the system
does not become a High Energy System. All Technical Specification requirements for redundancy and
diversity of design functions are met.

Consequently, there is:
* No increase in the frequency of an accident because no accident intitiators are affected.
* No increase in the consequences of an accident or a malfunction because there is no change in

release rates or duration. There is no new release mechanism or path created so there is no change
in mitigation effectiveness.

* No possibility for an accident of a different type because all credible accidents are already
postulated and described in the USAR.

* No possibility for a malfunction of an SSC important to safety with a different result exists because
all design functions of affected SSCs are assured and no physical changes to SSCs is occurring so
that no different results can occur.

* No design basis limit for a fission product barrier exceeded or altered because the containment
integrity is not affected by the proposed changes, the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary has
been demonstrated to remain intact, and all design functions that preserve fuel clad integrity are
assured to be fulfilled.

* No departure from a method of evaluation described in the USAR because the activity does not
involve a change to a method of evaluation. Therefore, this criterion is not applicable.

The activity itself is demonstrated to be acceptable for implementation under 10 CFR 50.59 c(l) without
prior NRC approval. Describing the change in the USAR is therefore acceptable.
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Increase of the Maximum Containment Temperature and Pressure
Number 04-00889

UCN 04-034

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

UCN 04-034 modifies USAR Section 3.11.2.1 to reflect new Environmental Qualification (EQ) limits
based on peak containment pressure established by C-NSA-060.005-010 Rev 2. Calculation C-NSA-
060.06-10 Rev 2 raised the peak LOCA pressure from 36.95 psig to 37.9 psig. Based on previous
discussions with NRC (Docket 50-346, Log 737, Page 4 and Serial 750 Page 14), Davis-Besse has agreed
to use the saturation temperature of the peak LOCA pressure to determine the containment equipment
peak temperature for the EQ Program.

The EQ program will round the 37.9 PSIG peak pressure to 38 PSIG. The saturation temperature for 38
PSIG is 2840 F. Therefore, the peak EQ requirement for Containment equipment is 38 PSIG and 2840F.

USAR Section 7.6.1.1.1 lists the old peak temperature of 2830F which needs to be increased to the new
EQ limit of 2840F.

This information is being incorporated into USAR Section 3.11.2.1 and 7.6.1.1.1. Other areas that
address the change of the LOCA containment peak pressure are addressed by UCN 02-041.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:

This activity changes the EQ qualification limits for containment equipment as listed in the USAR.
There are no physical changes to the SSCs or how the SSCs respond during design basis accidents.
Evaluations have shown that the qualification of EQ SSCs in containment exceed the new qualification
requirements (including the margin as required by IEEE 323-1974) and post LOCA service requirements
(C-ECS-201.10-001 Rev 2). This activity does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph (2) of IOCFR
50.59 and will not require a license amendment.
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